Measure the weight of each object.

1) [Illustration of a scale with a chocolate container] ___ lb

2) [Illustration of a scale with a small object] ___ lb

3) [Illustration of a scale with a fishbowl] ___ lb

4) [Illustration of a scale with a cake] ___ lb

5) [Illustration of a scale with a basket and fruit] ___ lb

6) [Illustration of a scale with a vase] ___ lb

7) [Illustration of a scale with cookies] ___ oz

8) [Illustration of a scale with a dumbbell] ___ lb

9) [Illustration of a scale with salt] ___ oz

Gain complete access to the largest collection of worksheets in all subjects!
Measure the weight of each object.

1) Chocolate  
\[ 7 \frac{1}{2} \] oz

2)  
\[ 19 \] lb

3)  
\[ 6 \frac{1}{2} \] lb

4)  
\[ 55 \] oz

5)  
\[ 8 \frac{1}{2} \] lb

6)  
\[ 45 \] oz

7) Cookies  
\[ 5 \] oz

8) Salt  
\[ 8 \frac{1}{2} \] lb

9)  
\[ 18 \frac{1}{2} \] oz